Texas A&M University
Department of Animal Science
Presents:

Elite Horse Judging Camp

June 24-26, 2015
at Texas A&M University in College Station

In-depth reasons development and emphasis, geared towards students who have an understanding of classes and are competing at judging contests
(Not you? See our Maroon Camp!)

Coaches are encouraged to attend and will be learning the same objectives as previously mentioned in the coaches clinic advertisements. Coaches and attending adults will be responsible for providing their own housing.

Fee: $300 per participant (includes meals, housing, judging manual, notebook and t-shirt), $260 for commuters and coaches

Register online:
http://animalscience.tamu.edu/horsejudgingcamp

Register by: June 15, 2015

Contact: Dr. Clay Cavinder at cac@tamu.edu

Like us on Facebook:
Texas A&M University Horse Judging